
Adv. Pr.4/21/47. 11. (6) 61.

a gne shooting forth, and they have a name for That's more of a

guess than anything else. (Macr: Yes. ) And then that by this perhaps there is a

hint of what's coming on the scene (6 1/4)

(MacR: Where's your what verse?

Stu: Well, a-glanrè may be when it shooteth forth, I will (6 1/4)

MacR whichXverse is that? (stu: 8th verse.) Yes, that 8th verse is rather

obscure. (6 1/2) authorized inmeasure, when it shooteth forth, thou will debate

with it. Revised in measure, when thou sendeth them away thou will contend with

them. Revised in measure (6 3/4)

when thou sendest them away, note or by sending them away. Any reference to the

shooting forth of a brancl)ás Messianic is a bit obscure, rather difficult to draw

with any certain (7) A rather difficult verse, it's not probably

a hint for chapter but the relation tb the atonement here in this verse,

(71/4) very interesting problem. I think we'd better take it and

work on it some more. I think that's probably all we'd better do today, don't you?

Work on that some more for next time, work on the problems in this chapter some more,

and any other problems in this Isaiah apocalypse, if you'd like to take a little time

on that, work into. And take Zech. 9 and following, get into Ø it a bit and see what

you find of general teaching and especially main outline.

stu: Sir, your general infornu tion is that the preceeding facts of the apocalypse

are more God's people in general, and then dealing particularly with Israel?

MacR That's my present inclination, yes.

stu: How does that square with the strong inclination that we had in 24 to

feel that it was a particular local area of the land (8 1/4)

MacR: Yes, I feel that 24 there said where the whole of the Isaiah appoach

to the redemption problem itself, that Israel (8 1/4)
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